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The architectural style of the mansion is difficult to describe because it is a conglom 
eration of numerous styles. It has been described by experts as the finest example of 
Early Los Angeles Baronial. The walls of the mansion are three feet thick, made of 
Indiana Lime Stone. Greystone derived its name from the grayish tint of the lime stone. 
The roof of the mansion is shingled with three to four inch thick Welsh slate in various 
shades of red, blue, and green. The entire mansion is built around a steel frame and. re 
inforced concrete. There are five elegant chimneys made of red brick. Each chimney 
uniquely sculptured in its own way. The large English styled windows are all leaded. 
The drainage gutters, located under the eaves of the slate roof, are made of solid lead.

The mansion contains 55 major rooms consisting of 46,000 square feet. Refinements in 
clude Italian marble floors, hand-carved balustrades, fine oak and walnut panelling, 
elegant chandeliers, and two regulation size bowling alleys. The two story structure is 
shaped around the central courtyard and fountain. The main wing faces south, overlooking 
the city below. The servants wing angles off the main wing in a north-east direction, and 
leads to the eastern courtyard. The recreation wing, which contains the bowling alleys, 
billiard room, and theatre, runs parallel to the main wing in a easterly direction. The 
recreation wing is connected to the main wing via an upstairs hallway which leads over 
the breezeway that gives automobiles access to the central courtyard.

The firehouse is located just off the servants wing of the mansion on the eastern court 
yard. It is a two story structure made of brick. The roof is shingled in wood. The 
downstairs portion consists of three large stalls where fire engines were once housed. 
The upstairs portion consists of two small apartments.

The stables, garages, workshops, and greenhouse are located in the lower southern portion 
of the grounds. The buildings are all connected together, made of brick(painted white)- 
with wood shingled roofs. The entire area consists of 15»666 square feet. The stables 
have stalls for seven horses, and an equipment room. The garages once housed eight auto 
mobiles. There are apartments over the garages that accomodated the mechanics. The 
greenhouse has a brick base with glass walls and roof.

The seven room gatehouse is located on the lower grounds on the southeast corner of the 
estate. It was built in the same style as the mansion (stone walls and slate roof). 
The 1,800 square feet structure is attached to the Doheny gate, which was once the main 
entrance to the estate.

The total area of the park is 18.6 acres. Sixteen of those acres consist of beautiful 
formal gardens, wooded areas, orchards, pools, lawns, and picturesque walkways. The 
gardens are also highlighted by ornate lamps, and sculptured fountains.

Greystone park and mansion is in its original condition with the exception of the 
following alterations. A twenty million gallon reservoir was constructed on the large 
lawn area above the mansion. The top of the reservoir serves as a 200 car parking lot. 
A small 20 car parking lot was constructed below the mansion on a flat area that was 
once a flower garden. The original swimming pool was converted to a shallow reflecting 
pool. The mansion's living room was converted into a 83 seat theatre for the American 
Film Institute who lease the mansion from the City of Beverly Hills.

(more on continuation sheet)
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Greystone*s modern history is long and colorful, beginning with the El Rancho Rodeo de 
las Aguas (The Ranch of the Gathering Waters) in 1852, which was owned by Maria Rita 
Valdez DeVilla. Just after the turn of the century, Mr. Edward Lawrence Doheny purchased 
approximately 600 acres of the barren foothills west of the Central Los Angeles area as a 
possible oil drilling site.

Mr. Doheny was an unsuccessful gold and silver prospector who arrived in Los Angeles to 
visit some friends and get fresh supplies just before the turn of the century. He recog 
nized the "brae" or tar as an indication of the possibility of oil. After spending his 
remaining few dollars to purchase some land near the tar pits, he hand dug his oil well. 
This was the beginning of the fantastic fortunes for Mr. Edward Lawrence Doheny, Sr.

The foothill property in West Los Angeles proved to be a poor oil prospect, but an ex 
cellent site for a summer ranch retreat. The Doheny Family used a large portion of the 
land for raising orange and lemon trees. In 1925, Mr. Doheny decided to build a home for 
his only son, Edward Lawrence Doheny, Jr., on a 25 acre portion of the ranch. He spent 
over four million dollars building the 55 room mansion. The Doheny Family lived in Grey- 
stone until 1955• It was sold to the Park Greystone Corporation and subdivision seemed 
inevitable, but a group of concerned citizens saved this unique structure from demolition.

ARCHITECTURE-Greystone Mansion took four years to build at a cost of four million dollars. 
The walls, made of Indiana Lime Stone, are three feet thick. The roof is shingled with 
three to four inch thick Welsh slate. The entire structure is built around a gigantic 
steel frame that is reinforced with concrete. All of the plumbing and wiring is suspended 
on hing-like cables that sway (not brake) when the ground shifts. Some of the other 
features of the mansion include hanging ceilings, hidden panels, Italian marble, hand 
carved oak and walnut, leaded windows, central heat and air-cooling, dumb-waiter, bowling 
alleys, theatre, servants quarters, and power hoisted chandeliers. Although the mansion 
is most commonly referred to as Early Los Angeles Baronial in style, it does have a variety 
of other architectural forms, such as Gothic, English, and Italian. Greystone Mansion has 
been called the "pyramid of modern time."

ART-The formal gardens a -e complimented by many sculptured pieces of art. Some are in the 
form of plaques which are set into the stone walls. These plaques depict different symboli 
scenes from Italian Renaissance classics. There are also some beautifully sculptured masks 
representing individual winds seen in early Greek ptolemaic projections. There are several 
Italian Renaissance fountains that seem to attract the most attention. Ornate lamps(made 
of solid brass and French crystal) of many different styles can be found at many different 
locations throughout the park. Art Festivals are held at Greystone periodically throughout 
the year. Many forms of painting, sculpture, and photography are demonstrated and dis 
played for the public's enjoyment. There are also many art classes held at Greystone. Oil 
painting, water color, drawing, and nature photography are the most popular.

(more on continuation sheet)
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7. DESCRIPTION (cont.)

The two parking lots were constructed in good taste, correlating as much as possible 
with the beauty of the park. There are numerous planters on the large parking lot 
containing both trees and plants. The restroom and reservoir entrance were made of 
limestone and flagstone to match the mansion. Artistic banisters were constructed 
around the edge of the parking lot that are almost identical to the ones in the ad 
joining formal gardens. There is no need to worry about the impact of the reservoir 
because it is underground.
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8. SIGNIFICANCE (cont.)

CURRENT STATUS- The American Film Institute(AFl) leases the mansion from the City of 
Beverly Hills. Established as an independent, non-profit organization by the National 
Endowment for the Arts, the American Film Institute 1 s stated purpose is to preserve the 
heritage and advance the art of film and television in America. The headquarters of AFI 
is located in Washington, B.C. and Greystone Mansion is used as its Center for Advanced 
Film Studies. Some 90 students, known as Fellows, study full time at the Center, and are 
joined by hundreds of other participants in workshops, seminars, and filmmaking projects. 
The Fellows work in close tutorial relationships with practicing film artists and crafts 
men. Fellows enroll in a two year curriculum in which they may emphasize screenwriting, 
directing, cinematography, or production management.

Greystone 1 s central courtyard is used extensively for a large variety of musical concerts. 
The concerts have ranged from a solo guitarist to a full one-hundred piece symphony orches 
tra. Many of the performers come from local universities(UCLA, USC, and Mt. St. Mary's), 
colleges, and high schools. Some of the groups are professionals. The Beverly Hills 
Chamber Orchestra, Pecurka Folk Group, and the Schoenfeld String Ensemble are just a few. 
The central courtyard is ideal for concerts because of its fantastic acoustics and size. 
As many as five hundred spectators can be seated.

The pool area in the formal gardens has been the site of many theatrical productions. The 
area is ideal because of its dressingrooms, and natural stage location that was once used 
as a picnic shelter. The majority of the productions are put on by professional groups. 
One of the most popular groups, Theatre 40, performs from the works of William Shakespeare. 
Plans have been made to build a portable stage over the fountain in the central courtyard 
to promote a Theater-in-the-Round program.

The mansion is leased, from the City by the American Film Institute as their West Coast 
headquarters and contains their school for students in the art of filmmaking. The mansion 
is open to visitors on the weekends(reservations in advance); the grounds are open as a 
public park 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily.
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